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Abstract. Noninvasive detection of skin microcirculation is very sig-
nificant for clinical diagnosis and therapy of peripheral vascular dis-
ease. In this study, an optical clearing method enables a laser speckle
contrast imaging �LSCI� technique to image dermal blood flow
through intact rat skin. The optical clearing effect of rat skin in vitro
caused by a mixture of PEG-400 and Thiazone is evaluated by a com-
mercially available spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere. A
LSCI system is applied to image the dermal blood flow of in vivo rat
skin after topical treatment of the agents. The results show that the
reduced scattering coefficient �630 nm� is down to 60% of the initial
value after 40 min of topical treatment of the mixture on skin in vitro.
In vivo experimental results show that a 12-min treatment of the mix-
ture on the epidermis can make the skin transparent and dermal ves-
sels can be observed, while treatment with pure PEG-400 cannot. The
process of skin optical clearing lasts, and the skin can be recovered by
treatment of saline solution. Because optical clearing decreases the
temporal contrast, dermal blood flow can be obtained by the laser
speckle contrast imaging technique. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3369739�

Keywords: optical clearing; laser speckle contrast imaging; dermal blood flow
monitoring; optical properties; Thiazone.
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Introduction

mpairment of skin microcirculation is one of the main fea-
ures in advanced clinical stages of peripheral vascular dis-
ase. Recently, some noninvasive methods have been avail-
ble to investigate skin microcirculation in clinical settings as
ell as improve disease management, i.e., capillaroscopy al-

ows the investigation of skin capillary morphology and den-
ity, laser Doppler fluxmetry allows real-time assessment of
erfusion of skin volume, and transcutaneous measurement of
xygen tension provides continuous information about skin
xygenation.1 However, none of them can provide both struc-
ural and functional information of dermal vessels simulta-
eously. In contrast, laser speckle contrast imaging �LSCI�, a
ull-field optical technique, can produce a two-dimensional
ap of blood flow with high spatio-temporal resolution,2–7

hich plays an important role in studying cerebral blood
ow,7,8 mesentery microcirculation,9 etc. Unfortunately, it suf-
ers from a limited penetration depth of light in turbid tissues,
s the previous investigations were restricted within the image
f blood flow in transparent tissues.

Actually, immersion in cedar-wood oil or vaseline oil has
een traditionally used in classical microscopy and capillaros-
opy to improve light penetration.10 In 1997, Tuchin et al.
roposed the tissue optical control technique,11 and then rela-

ddress all correspondence to: Qingming Luo, Huazhong University of Science
nd Technology, Britton Chance Center for Biomedical Photonics, Wuhan Na-
ional Laboratory for Optoelectronics, Wuhan, 430074, China. Tel: 86-27-
7792033; Fax: 86-27-87792034; E-mail: qluo@mail.hust.edu.cn
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026008-
tive investigations attracted more and more attention.12 The
immersion solutions are called optical clearing agents
�OCAs�, and the optical control technique is also called the
tissue optical clearing technique.12 However, the outermost
layer of the skin, the stratum corneum �SC�, presents a sig-
nificant barrier for the most topical application of OCAs and
is hence responsible for the poor optical clearing effect. To
reduce the barrier function of SC, numerous methods such as
physical methods to remove SC �photothermal,13 ultrasound,14

sand paper,15 and microneedle arrays16� and chemical penetra-
tion enhancers �DMSO,17 Azone,18 Thiazone19,20� have been
proposed, which have been shown to enhance the skin in vitro
permeability of OCAs to a certain extent. Nevertheless, physi-
cal methods for SC removal always result in some damage,
the commonly used penetration enhancer DMSO has potential
toxicity, and the penetration enhancing effect of Azone is not
ideal.20 Thiazone, as a new penetration enhancer, has higher
enhancing effect, but is used to study the optical clearing of in
vitro skin.19,20 In fact, metabolism prevents OCAs assembling
in local tissue, which makes the optical clearing of skin in
vivo more difficult to achieve than that of skin in vitro. Hence,
hypodermic injection became a common method to improve
optical clearing of skin in vivo, but it has always been asso-
ciated with some degree of scathe to skin or even the block-
age of blood vessels.21,22 Therefore, previous studies on moni-
toring skin blood flow with LSCI were still based on an
invasive dorsal skin flap window model.23

1083-3668/2010/15�2�/026008/7/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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In view of these facts, the purpose of this work is to de-
elop a noninvasive method to access structure and function
f the dermal blood vessels through the intact rat skin. Here
e make an attempt on topical application of a new chemical
enetration enhancer—thiazone mixed with PEG-400—to im-
rove the effect of skin optical clearing. And some control
xperiments with pure PEG-400 or saline were conducted to
valuate the degree of improvement of the penetration en-
ancer. To quantitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of the
ptical clearing method, a commercially available spectropho-
ometer with an integrating sphere is used to measure the
hanges in optical properties of rat skin in vitro before and
fter treatment of saline, PEG-400, and the mixture of PEG-
00 and thiazone. Furthermore, the LSCI technique is applied
o image the dermal blood flow of in vivo rat skin after topical
reatment of those agents, and then the recovery of skin in-
uced by saline is observed. The laser speckle temporal con-
rast analysis �LSTCA� method is applied to calculate veloc-
ty, because it can significantly suppress the influence of the
tatic speckle pattern, which is produced by the stationary
uperficial scattering tissue on the visualization of blood
ow.6,7

Materials and Methods
.1 Chemical Agents
n this work, two chemical agents, thiazone �Heming Trading
ompany Limited, Guangzhou, China� and PEG-400 �Ke-
iou Reagent Development Corporation, Tianjing, China�,

re adopted.
Thiazone �benzisothiazol-3�2H�-one-2-butyl-1, 1-dioxide�

s a kind of new skin penetration enhancer with a nonirritant
nd is free of immune responses to skin.24 It is a white crys-
alline at room temperature, and can be melted at 40 °C. Its

echanism of penetration enhancing is similar to Azone, but
he penetration enhancing effect is almost two times higher
han Azone, and is considered to be an ideal substitute of
zone. PEG-400, as a kind of optical clearing agent, is widely
sed in the study of skin optical clearing.12 PEG-400 has a
efractive index of 1.47, and can be miscible with
hiazone.19,20

To optimize the enhancing effect, Thiazone was usually
ixed with chemical agents as a volume percent of 0.5 to

0%.25 Before the experiment, Thiazone was heated to melt at
0 to 45 °C and then mixed with PEG-400 as a volume ratio
f 1:9; after that, the mixture solution was kept at room tem-
erature �20 to 25 °C�. The mixture has been able to keep in
liquid state when the temperature is higher than 15 °C.

.2 Preparation of Model
ale SD rats, age-matched at 3 to 4 weeks old �n=37, mean
eight=80 to 100 g�, were obtained from Hubei Health and
pidemic Prevention Station �Wuhan, China�. Before the ex-
eriment, rats were anaesthetized with a cocktail of 2%
-chloralose and 10% urethane �0.8-m1 /100-g weight� via

ntraperitoneal injection. The dorsal hair was shaved, and the
esidue hair was removed using depilatory cream �Bamboo &
alt moistening depilatory cream, LULANJINA, China�. The
kin was then stripped 3 to 4 times with an adhesive tape to
emove impurities. Usually, it takes more than 30 tape strip-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026008-
pings to remove SC,26 so the method in this study neither
harms the skin nor removes SC. Thus, the animal model can
be ready for in vivo experiments directly. For in vivo experi-
ments, ten rats were divided into two groups and topically
treated with PEG-400 or the mixture of PEG-400 and Thiaz-
one, respectively. For in vitro skin experiments, fresh samples
were obtained from the dorsal skin of the prepared animal
models, and then cut to squares of 3�3 cm after the subcu-
taneous tissue were removed carefully. In this work, 27
samples were divided into three groups and used for the in
vitro experiments. Each group had nine samples that were
topically treated by saline, PEG-400, or the mixture of PEG-
400 and Thiazone, respectively.

2.3 Spectroscopic Measurement of Skin In Vitro
and Data Analysis

The skin sample was placed between two glass slides, and the
thickness of the sample was measured by using a micrometer.
A commercial spectrophotometer �Lambda 950, PerkinElmer,
Waltham, Massachusetts� with a 150-mm integrating sphere
was used for the measurements of diffuse reflectance and dif-
fuse transmittance of the skin sample. First, the spectra of
transmittance or reflectance �400 to 1400 nm� and the initial
thickness were obtained as a reference. Then the chemical
agent was topically applied onto the epithelium surface of the
sample, and the thickness and spectra were measured at time
intervals of 4, 12, 24, and 40 min, respectively. To eliminate
the effect of mirror reflectance, the solution on the sample was
removed with filter paper right before acquiring the spectrum,
and added again right after the measurement.

Based on the measurement of spectra and the thickness of
the sample, the reduced scattering coefficient and absorption
coefficient of skin are calculated with the IAD algorithm.27

Furthermore, we calculated the relative changes of the re-
duced scattering coefficient ��s�� at 630 nm after treatment of
the agents:

��s�

�s initial�
=

�s treated� − �s initial�

�s initial�
, �1�

where the subscripts “initial” and “treated” refer to the skin
sample before and after the application of chemical agents at
the different time intervals, respectively.

Data are given as mean�standard deviation. A one-factor
analysis of variance �ANOVA� was applied to determine the
significant difference for the relative changes in reduced scat-
tering coefficient �630 nm� caused by saline, PEG-400, and
the mixture. The distributions of relative changes were com-
pared with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the testing for
homogeneity of variance was carried out with a �2 test. The
hypothesis employed was that for each group, the relative
changes were equal. By the F test, the hypothesis was re-
jected. Then the data of the three groups were inspected for
differences between pairs of means by the Q method �student-
Newman-Keul test�. Changes were considered significant if
P�0.05.

2.4 Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging for Evaluating
the Optical Clearing of Rat Skin In Vivo

The optical clearing of rat skin in vivo is evaluated by the
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�2
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aser speckle contrast imaging technique. The schematic of
he LSCI system is shown in Fig. 1. A He–Ne laser
�=632.8 nm, 10 mW, Melles Griot, Carlsbad, California� is
oupled to a fiber with a diameter of 8 mm, and illuminates
he interested area evenly at a 45-deg incidence. The illumi-
ated area is imaged through a zoom microscope �SZ6045TR,
lympus, Japan� onto a CCD camera �CoolSNAPes, Roper
cientific, Tuscon, Arizona� with 640�480 pixels. Each
ixel size is 9.9�9.9 �m, so we can obtain the imaging area
f 9�7 mm to 1�0.8 mm according to continuously adjust-
ble magnification of 0.7 to 6.3. The CCD exposure time was
et at 20 ms. A sequence of laser speckle images reflected
rom the skin are acquired through PVCAM software28

Roper Scientific, Tucson, Arizona� at 40 Hz, connected to a
C. The LSTCA method �the temporal statistics of light in-

ensity fluctuations caused by moving particles over a number
f frames� is applied to calculate the velocity and obtain the
-D distribution of blood flow.6,7 The speckle temporal con-
rast images can be constructed by calculating the speckle
emporal contrast of each image pixel in a time sequence. The
alue of the speckle temporal contrast C at pixel �i , j� is cal-
ulated using Eq. �2�7:

C�i, j� = 	i,j/�Ii,j�

= � 1

N − 1�	
n=1

N

�Ii,j�n� − �Ii,j��2
�1/2��Ii,j� , �2�

here Ii,j�n� is the CCD counts at pixel �i , j� in the n’th raw
peckle map, N is the number of maps acquired, and �Ii,j� is
he mean value of CCD counts at pixel �i , j� over the N maps.

Cheng et al. indicate that there is a high correlation value
R2=0.96� between the actual velocity and calculated value
hen the number of frames is 15, and it almost keeps constant
hen the number of frames increases.6 Therefore, we select
0 frames �N=20� for laser speckle temporal contrast analysis
n this work. When a white light is used instead of the laser,
he illuminated area can also be imaged by the CCD and
ecorded by the computer.

Place the prepared animal model on a constant temperature
tage �38 °C�, then obtain a set of original photographs and
aw speckle maps by switching the light source. After the
hemical solution is treated on the surface of the dorsal skin,
set of photographs and raw speckle maps are recorded at

-min intervals, respectively. After 40 min, apply normal sa-
ine to the region of interest, and take the white light image
nd speckle image again in 2 min.

Fig. 1 Laser speckle contrast imaging system.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026008-
To compare the morphological differences between the re-
gion of interest and surrounding area of skin, pictures were
taken with a common digital camera �T200, Sony, Japan� dur-
ing the intervals.

3 Results and Analysis
Even though the mixture of PEG-400 and Thiazone-induced
optical clearing of in vitro skin were investigated by Mao et
al.19 and Jiang et al.,20 both were conducted on porcine skin.
Jiang et al. mixed PEG-400 and Thiazone at a volume ratio of
1:1. To illustrate the optical clearing effect of rat skin by
topical application of chemical agents, both in vitro and in
vivo experiments were performed in this study.

3.1 Changes in Optical Properties of Rat Skin In Vitro
Caused by Different Agents

3.1.1 Changes in reflectance and transmittance
properties of rat skin

In general, the changes in reflectance and transmittance of
tissue can demonstrate the optical clearing effect.12 Figure 2
shows typical changes in reflectance and transmittance spectra
after the application of saline, PEG-400, and the mixture of
PEG-400 and Thiazone on the rat skin in vitro at time inter-
vals of 0 min �initial state�, 12, 24, and 40 min. The results
show that saline hardly affects the reflectance and transmit-
tance of rat skin. However, with increasing treatment time of
PEG-400 or the mixture, optical transmittance increases and
reflectance decreases. Comparing the results of the two
agents, we find that the changes caused by the mixture solu-
tion are much bigger than those of PEG-400. That is, Thiaz-
one can enhance the optical clearing effect further.

3.1.2 Changes in reduced scattering and absorption
properties of rat skin

Although OCA treatment can induce increases in transmit-
tance and decreases in reflectance, these changes could be
affected by the thickness of the samples. Hence, the changes
of tissue optical properties reflect exactly the optical clearing
effect induced by different agents. In this work, we calculated
the reduced scattering coefficient and absorption spectra from
the measurements of reflectance and transmittance spectra
with the IAD program. Figure 3 shows typical changes at
different treatment time intervals for all agents used.

As shown in the figure, the chemical agents almost induce
no influence on the absorption spectra of tissue except at
400 nm. In biological tissue, hemoglobin has a strong absorp-
tion at 416 to 420 nm. When OCAs enter into the skin, they
can interact with hemoglobin and thus induce the increase of
absorption spectra. However, it needs some intensive future
study. In contrast, PEG-400 and the mixture can decrease the
reduced scattering coefficient significantly, while saline can-
not. The longer the OCAs treat, the larger the reduced scat-
tering coefficient decreases.

3.1.3 Relative changes in reduced scattering
coefficient and the statics analysis

To quantitatively compare the optical clearing effect of in
vitro skin samples caused by different agents, we calculate the
relative changes of reduced scattering coefficients of skin
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�3
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amples at 630 nm after 40-min treatment of the agents. An
nalysis of variance was applied to assay changes caused
hrough treatment of the three agents for statistical differ-
nces. The results are summarized in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, after topical application of saline,
EG-400, or the mixture onto in vitro skin samples, the re-
uced scattering coefficients decrease to 93, 79, and 64% of
he initial value, respectively. In addition, the relative changes
n reduced scattering coefficients are significantly different at
he 99% level between all paired conditions. Thiazone can
ignificantly enhance the penetration of PEG-400 �P�0.01�.
ompared to saline, PEG-400 alone can also have very sig-
ificant optical clearing effect for in vitro skin �P�0.01�.

.2 Accessing the Dermal Blood Vessel and Flow
Information through Intact Rat Skin

he ultimate goal of the optical clearing technique is to serve
or clinical applications, but there exists a certain degree of
ifference in the physiology and metabolism state between in
itro and in vivo skin. Here we show some in vivo experimen-
al results, including white light photographs, taken by a digi-
al camera and velocity maps by LSCI system.

.2.1 Visible optical clearing process of in vivo skin
igure 4 shows typical morphological pictures of rat skin in
ivo at different times after application of PEG-400 and the
ixture of PEG-400 and Thiazone. The recovery after 2-min

reatment of saline is also shown. At the beginning, the dermal
lood vessel is invisible to the naked eye. After having topi-
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cally applied the mixture of PEG-400 and Thiazone on the rat
skin for 4 min, we can observe some large vessels through the
intact skin. Up to 12 min, even the small branch vessels can
be distinguished clearly, just as the region in the rectangle
shows. Moreover, this situation will be allowed to continue.
After 40-min treatment of the mixture, we applied the saline
onto the interested area. Immediately, the skin is recovered to
the initial state and the blood vessels are out of view. By
contrast, we can not observe any blood vessel beneath the
skin after treatment of PEG-400.

3.2.2 Laser speckle temporal contrast analysis for
evaluating optical clearing of skin in vivo

The LSCI technique was used to monitor the rectangle area,
shown in Fig. 4. The speckle temporal contrast image was
constructed by calculating the speckle temporal contrast of
each pixel in the time sequence. Figure 5 shows typical pho-
tographs and the speckle temporal contrast maps of skin at
initial state, and 4, 12, 24, and 40 min after treatment with
PEG-400, the mixture of Thiazone and PEG-400, and 2 min
after treatment with saline.

The photographs in the top row show the visual optical
clearing process of skin, and the temporal contrast maps in the
bottom row are quite consistent with the photographs shown
in the top row. We find that the image quality becomes better
by topical application of the mixture, and more details of the
dermal blood vessels can be seen. The temporal contrast maps
demonstrate that the topical application of the mixture can
decrease the temporal contrast of the vessels, which provides
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etter visualization of the blood flow. The treatment of saline
an make the dermal vessels invisible very quickly, and then
he contrast can be recovered. In contrast with the prior de-
cription, after having been treated with pure PEG-400, only
ain vessels can be distinguished faintly from the temporal

ontrast maps, and no branch vessels can be detected. The
esults are in accordance with that in Fig. 4.

.3 Laser Speckle Temporal Contrast Analysis for
Evaluating Optical Clearing of Skin in vivo
Quantitatively

n particular, the relative changes of temporal contrast in areas
hown in Fig. 5 are plotted in Fig. 6. Here, 1, 3, and 4 repre-
ent three areas of two main vessels and a branch vessel,
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Table 1 The relative changes of reduced scatt
different agents. ** P�0.01 for difference betw
agents.

Chemical agents
Sample

size
RCi

Saline 9 −0.0

PEG-400 9 −0.2

PEG-400+Thiazone 9 −0.3
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026008-
respectively, while 2 and 5 represent the areas where there is
no blood vessel. The results show that the temporal contrast
goes down quickly during the first 12 min, and then keeps
constant with a small vibration for 12 to 40 min. For the im-
aging area treated by the mixture, the changes in trends of
temporal contrast between blood vessels 3 and 4 are identical,
and the minimal temporal contrast at the areas of the main
blood vessel and branch blood vessel reduces 80 and 75%,
respectively. There is slight increase in the temporal contrast
for 12 to 40 min. This may attribute to the metabolism of
biological tissue. For in vivo rat, when the chemical agents
immerse into dermis, the local skin shows optical clearing.
However, metabolism takes the agents away, so the optical
clearing effect may reduce with passing time, thus the normal-
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zed contrast increases gradually for 12 to 40 min. Neverthe-
ess, with treatment of PEG-400, the minimal temporal con-
rast at the area of vessel 1 only reduces 40%, and information
f the branch vessel cannot be detected at all. At areas where
here is no blood vessel, the decline of temporal contrast for
o blood vessel areas is much less than that for vessel areas
fter treatment of the mixture or PEG-400.

The results show that there are vibrations of the contrast on
ll skin sites. It is the reason that OCAs immersed into skin
ake the local area transparent. The reduction in scattering of

kin decreases the static speckle and the contrast of the local
rea. In blood vessel areas, both static and dynamic speckle
ontribute to the calculation of temporal contrast. The reduc-
ion of the static speckle increases the ratio of dynamical
peckle of the area, and more useful information is analyzed.
owever, in areas where there are no blood vessels, the tem-
oral contrast is due to the static speckle, and as a result, the
emporal contrast also changes slightly with treatment of
CAs or saline.

Discussions and Conclusions
he results indicate that the topical application of Thiazone
nd PEG-400 can enhance light penetration in skin, which
nables LSCI to access the dermal blood flow by a noninva-
ive method. The mechanism of the optical clearing of skin
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ig. 5 Photographs �top row� and temporal contrast maps �bottom
ow� of rectangle areas in Fig. 4 at initial state, 4, 12, 24, 40 min after
reatment of different OCAs, and 2 min after treatment of saline. �a�
EG-400, �b� mixed solution of PEG-400 and Thiazone.
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ig. 4 Visible optical clearing process of in vivo rat skin before and
fter treatment with �a� PEG-400 and �b� mixed solution of PEG-400
nd Thiazone on skin surface. The rectangles �A and B� indicate the
nterest areas.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026008-
may attribute to the newly applied chemical penetration en-
hancer, Thiazone, which is a derivative of Azone, but has a
penetration enhancing effect two times higher.24 The possible
mechanism of Thiazone would be that the fluidity of the hy-
drophobic stratum corneum regions is increased and the per-
meation resistance of the horny layer against drug substances
is reduced by them,29 which enhances the permeability of
PEG-400 from surface to dermis and makes the concentration
of PEG-400 in dermis increase. PEG-400 with high refractive
index improves the matching of refractive indices between the
scatters and interstitial fluid in dermis, and then reduces the
scattering of skin. The flush of normal saline on transparent
skin can make it recover. The probable reason is that a large
quantity of saline penetrates through the gap of epidermal
cells into the dermis, and results in the transparent skin be-
coming turbid again.

Skin is a high scattering media. In general, the dynamic
speckle signal from the blood flow is almost concealed by the
strong static speckle signal from the skin. Even though the
LSTCA method can decrease the effect of stationary speckles,
it is still difficult to obtain information about dermal blood
flow. However, this situation would be changed if the optical
clearing technique was applied, because the optical clearing
method can reduce the scattering of skin and make the skin
transparent. Thus, more dynamic speckle signal from the area
of blood flow can penetrate through the transparent skin and
be detected by the CCD. As a consequence, improvement of
image quality has permitted us to access the structure and
flow information of dermal blood vessels with the LSCI tech-
nique.

Briefly, topical application of the penetration enhancer
Thiazone with PEG-400 onto the surface of rat skin in vitro
can reduce scattering to 60% of the initial value; and on rat
epidermis in vivo, can make the skin transparent. This optical
clearing method enables us to observe dermal blood vessels
and image dermal blood flow through intact rat skin by the
LSCI technique. Furthermore, by combining this method with
the intrinsic optical imaging technique,30 we can access the
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Fig. 6 Dynamic temporal contrast in five specific areas 1, 2 �Fig. 5�a�,
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optical clearing agents and saline. Here, 1, 3, and 4 are vessel areas,
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etabolic oxygen information of skin microcirculation. It is
ery important to diagnose peripheral vascular disease based
n subcutaneous microcirculation. This method combined
ith other optical imaging techniques, such as fluorescence

maging,31 microscopy imaging,32 etc., will enhance the capa-
ilities of noninvasive optical diagnosis for other diseases.
lso, with certain techniques, the pharmacological effect of

ome kind of vascular drugs can also be evaluated.
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